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St Helens Plant for almost three decades has been the UK’s largest scaffold repair and reconditioning specialists providing ISO regulated
 and approved repair services for all types of system scaffolding, scaffolding supplies, formwork and access equipment.
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UK STANDARDS - UK QUALITY.  
All scaffolding, scaffold supplies, accessories and formwork
repaired or reconditioned by St Helens Plant or any division of 
St Helens Plant, is done so in accordance with all ISO regulations 
and legislation. 

Our high standards, relentless focus on the safety of supply 
within the UK, and our impeccable level of customer service has 
established us as one of the UK and Europe’s most reputable and established us as one of the UK and Europe’s most reputable and 
respected scaffolding and access systems repair specialists. 

UK standards, provides premium UK quality and as a result, 
guaranteed safety of supply.

Scaffold repair services are provided within our nationwide 
centers and main fabrications and repairs center in 
Merseyside alongside our two smaller divisions based in 
Glasgow and Aberdeen.

Our North England, Central Scotland and North of Scotland 
scaffold repairs facilities are equipped with the latest, cutting 
edge technology and fully supported by our highly skilled, edge technology and fully supported by our highly skilled, 
dedicated and experienced scaffold repair technicians.
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St Helens Plant Limited are fully approved and accredited as one of Europe’s most diverse metal refurbishment specialists,
catering for the refurbishment and reconditioning of all types of scaffolding, access equipment and formwork.

  

scaffold refurbishment 



NATIONWIDE CENTERS  
St Helens Plant main fabrications and repairs center in St Helens,
Merseyside, is equipped to process large scale fabrications, 
repairs and refurbishments. Our two Scottish divisions provide 
smaller scale services catering for fittings, system scaffolding and 
scaffolding supplies.

For customers based within the UK, we offer a hassle-free, door-door
collection and delivery service, for customers in Europe and overseascollection and delivery service, for customers in Europe and overseas
our expierianced exports divsion can seamlessley handle the entire
process. 

ABERDEEN 

GLASGOW

ST HELENS

Our nationwide scaffold repair and reconditioning centers 
provide a wide range of metal, formwork, scaffolding and 
access equipment refubishments. 

Using a combination of tradtional, old-school techniques 
combined with the latest, cuting ede technology, we provide 
a full spectrum of services including; shot blasting and painting, 
scaffold testing and verification, alongside bespoke fabricationscaffold testing and verification, alongside bespoke fabrication
and updated modifications - available at all centers.
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